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This paper investigates the design and optimization of solar sail inter-
planetary trajectories connecting both Libration Point Orbits (LPOs) and
Distant Periodic Orbits (DPOs) belonging to different restricted three-body
problems: namely the Sun–Earth model and the Sun–Venus one. Assum-
ing the Sun always as first primary, the Earth and Venus are the second
primary, and their relative models are coupled together with the view of
defining heteroclinic connections. On suitable Poincare´ sections, solar sail
sets are constructed to obtain transit conditions from LPOs of the departure
dynamical system to either LPOs or DPOs of the arrival one. Starting from
initial guesses that assume a constant attitude of the solar sail, an optimal
control problem is formulated, encompassing a trade-off between minimum
transfer time and minimum solar sail steering effort, and it is solved with
a direct pseudospectral method. At the optimization stage, variable atti-
tude solar sails are investigated, assuming spacecraft with different control
capabilities.
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NH Northern Halo Orbit
V L Vertical Lyapunov Orbit
DPO Distant Periodic Orbit
I. Introduction
Research in the field of solar sailing is flourishing, sparked by successes such as JAXA’s
IKAROS1 mission and new solar sail initiatives including NASA’s Sunjammer mission.2 Its
potential lies in the fact that solar sail missions are not constrained by a propellant mass:
by using the Sun as ”propellant source”, solar sails obtain their propulsive acceleration by
reflecting photons off a highly reflective membrane. This gives solar sails a theoretically
unlimited lifetime and enables a wealth of novel orbits and space applications, including
periodic orbits around sail displaced libration points. Moreover, with the increase of the
area-to-mass ratio, solar radiation pressure has a significant effect on the interplanetary
transfer design process. Previous applications of solar sails have already been designed
assuming the two-body problem, i.e. McInnes,3 and the three-body problem, i.e. Baoyin.4
It is well-known that the three-body system generates five natural libration points, around
which periodic orbits can be found (LPOs). By adding a solar sail to the dynamical model,
the collinear Lagrange points as well as the periodic orbits around them are displaced Sun-
ward along the Sun-sail line. Therefore, natural L1-and L2-orbits will therefore shift away
and towards the secondary body, respectively, allowing for additional interesting science.
Firstly, the aim of this paper is to describe the first-guess generation process - based on a
few design variables - of solar sail trajectories for the Earth-to-Venus applicative scenario.
Both the connections of an Earth L1 planar Lyapnunov orbit with a Venus DPO, and of an
Earth L1 northern Halo with a Venus L2 vertical Lyapunov are investigated, thereby build-
ing on the concept named ”patched restricted three-body problems approximation”.5 In this
approach, intersections in configuration space of the invariant manifolds of the two restricted
three-body problems are searched for. For example, the unstable manifold of a L1 northern
Halo in the Sun–Earth problem is considered as well as the stable manifold of a L2 vertical
Lyapunov orbit in the Sun–Venus problem. If these intersect, an Earth–Venus low-energy
transfer with at most one deep-space manoeuvre exists. Unfortunately, no intersection exists
among ballistic manifolds of inner planets.6 Therefore, initial guesses for these transfers are
designed exploiting the solar sail acceleration and the intrinsic dynamics of the three-body
systems involved, assuming a constant attitude of the sail with respect to the Sun-sail line.
Specialdedicated sets are then introduced to exploit the combined use of solar radiation
pressure with invariant manifold trajectories, aiming at defining feasible first guess solutions.
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This approach enables a radically new class of missions, whose solutions are not obtainable
neither through the patched-conics method nor through the classic invariant manifolds tech-
nique. The key idea is to replace invariant manifolds with solar sail sets, and to manipulate
the latter in the same way the manifolds are used to design space transfers.7,8 By including
a solar sail acceleration and fixing the attitude of the solar sail with respect to the Sun-sail
line, intersections between restricted three-body models can be found on suitable Poincare´
sections, also for the inner planets. Alongside the exploitation of the n-body problems’ in-
trinsic dynamics, the propellant-free feature of solar sails is used in order to define efficient
trajectories.
Then, the initial guesses reveal to be sub-optimal in the sense that minor discontinuities
in position and velocities at the transit point between the two three-body systems need to
be overcome. This is achieved by transferring the first-guess trajectories to a direct pseu-
dospectral method, relieving the constraint on the constant attitude. Then the accompanying
optimal control problems are solved.
The objective function of the optimal control problem the time of flight. The latter ob-
jective ensures that the trajectories can be performed with low control authority solar sails,
while more emphasis can be put on the first objective for high control authority solar sails.
As such, applications of the found trajectories cover the entire spectrum of sail length-scales:
distributing micro-sized, low control authority solar sails along a trajectory connecting an
Earth L1-orbit with an L2-orbit at Venus establishes a continuous Earth–Venus communica-
tion link, even during Venusian occultation; alternatively, a meso-sized, fully steerable solar
sail can enable an interesting planetary observation platform at Venus; and finally, in the
macro-scale, the previously mentioned Earth–Venus link allows a vital gateway for cargo
transport for future human exploration on Venus.
The paper is organized as follows. In section II some background notions on the circular
restricted three-body problem, its periodic orbits and invariant manifold structure are given.
Then, section III introduces solar radiation pressure into the restricted three-body problem
and defines the special dedicated sets. In section IV the first guess design technique is
formulated: the solar sail interplanetary heteroclinic connections are generated. The optimal
control problem is then discussed in sections V and VI, while the optimal heteroclinic transfer
connections a represented in section VII. Finally, conclusive remarks are given in VIII.
II. Dynamical Models
In this section, the dynamical system investigated in this work is described, i.e. the three-
dimensional Circular Restricted Three-Body Problem (CRTBP), with its periodic orbits and
invariant manifold structure. The dynamics described in the following holds for the Sun–
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Earth (SE) and the Sun–Venus (SV) problem, respectively.
A. The Three-Dimensional Circular Restricted Three-Body Problem
The motion of the spacecraft, P3, of mass m3, is studied in the gravitational field generated
by two primaries, P1, P2, of masses m1, m2, respectively, assumed to move in circular motion
about their common center of mass (see Fig. 1(a)). It is assumed that P3 moves under the
non-dimensional equations9
x¨− 2y˙ =
∂ΩT
∂x
, y¨ + 2x˙ =
∂ΩT
∂y
, z¨ =
∂ΩT
∂z
, (1)
where the auxiliary function is
ΩT (x, y, z, µ) =
1
2
(x2 + y2) +
1− µ
r1
+
µ
r2
+
1
2
µ(1− µ), (2)
and µ = m2/(m1 + m2) is the mass parameter of the three-body problem. Eqs. (1) are
written in a barycentric rotating frame with non-dimensional units: the angular velocity of
P1, P2, their distance, and the sum of their masses are all set to the unit value. Thus, P1,
P2 have scaled masses 1 − µ, µ, and are located at (−µ, 0), (1 − µ, 0), respectively. The
distances in Eq. (2) are therefore
r21 = (x+ µ)
2 + y2 + z2, r22 = (x+ µ− 1)
2 + y2 + z2. (3)
As unit of length, λ, the distance between the primaries is selected, and 1/ω is chosen
as unit of time, τ , yielding ω = 1, and so one orbital period of the planet around the Sun is
represented by 2π.
For fixed µ, the energy of P3 is represented by the Jacobi integral which reads
J (x, y, z, x˙, y˙, z˙, µ) = 2ΩT (x, y, z, µ)− (x˙
2 + y˙2 + z˙2), (4)
and, for a given energy C, it defines a three-dimensional manifold
M(C) = {(x, y, z, x˙, y˙, z˙, µ) ∈ R6 | J (x, y, z, x˙, y˙, z˙, µ)− C = 0}. (5)
The projection of M on the configuration space (x, y) defines the Hill’s curves bounding
the allowed and forbidden regions of motion associated with prescribed values of C. The
aforementioned three-dimensional manifold of the states of motion has singular points which
are also equilibrium points for the dynamical system. The CRTBP is used to model the
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Figure 1. Circular restricted three-body problem geometry and libration point location.
third body motion in the Sun–Earth system, whose mass parameter is µ = 3.003460 ×
10−6 (therefore not including the Moon mass), and in the Sun–Venus system, whose mass
parameter is µ = 2.447131× 10−6.9
The CRTBP has five well-known equilibrium points, Lj, whose energy is Cj, j = 1, . . . , 5.
They are classified as collinear (L1, L2, L3), which belong to the x-axis of the rotating
reference system, and as equilateral (see Fig. 1(b)). The latter form two equilateral triangles,
symmetric with respect to the x-axis, with the two primaries as vertexes.10–12
B. Libration Point Periodic Orbits
Concerning the CRTBP, around the three collinear equilibrium points and associated with
their center-like behavior, there are periodic and quasi-periodic orbits. Recalling the conser-
vative property of Hamiltonian systems, periodic orbits can be grouped in families and they
are function of just one scalar: the amplitude Aˆ of the orbit. In detail, the orbits related to
the linear oscillators of the linearized problem belong to the Lyapunov family, planar and
vertical.
There is an analytic solution of the latter, associated with the linearized problem and
thus characterized by infinitesimal dimensions. Space mission design usually involves Lya-
punov orbits with prescribed wider amplitude and governed by the complete dynamics of
the problem. The computation of these orbits is obtained through a numerical approach,
based on perturbation techniques, in order to correct the analytic initial estimates, and on
continuation techniques, in order to expand the infinitesimal orbits. Other interesting so-
lutions are the two-dimensional tori, associated with the Lissajous orbits arising from the
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Table 1. Departure and arrival LPOs and DPOs for the Earth-to-Venus applicative scenarios.
NH stands for northern Halo orbit, PL for planar Lyapunov orbit, VL for vertical Lyapunov
orbit and DP for Distant Periodic orbit. Az is the out-of-plane amplitude, C is the Jacobi
constant and PO is the period of the selected departure and arrival orbits.
Departure Aˆ C PO Arrival Aˆ C PO
Orbit [km] [−, SErf] [−, SErf] Orbit [km] [−, SVrf] [−, SVrf]
Earth PL-L1 650× 103 3.0006874 3.1860 Venus DPO – 3.0003567 4.1830
Earth NH-L1 650× 103 3.0006874 3.0388 Venus VL-L2 – 3.0001037 4.1932
product of the two linear oscillators.
It is well known from theory, that if the phase space of a dynamical system changes
substantially varying the value of a certain parameter, this behavior is known as bifurcation
phenomenon. In the CRTBP framework, the planar Lyapunov orbits defined with the am-
plitude Aˆ as unique parameter, according to the bifurcation effect, give origin to a family
of three-dimensional orbits with a different period and with a modified relative invariant
manifold structure.
Moreover, once the out-of-plane Az amplitude overcomes a limit value A¯z, the frequency
of the in-plane oscillatory motion achieves the value of the frequency of the one out of the
plane, and three-dimensional halo orbits emerge.13 The lack of an analytic solution in the
CRTBP, the significant nonlinearity of the problem as well as the strong dependence on
variations of initial conditions, imply that the determination of such orbits is not trivial:
their computation is possible starting from a semi-analytic formulation, according to the
systematic approach proposed by Richardson,14,15 and then following approximations based
on differential corrections.
In this paper, two different types of libration point orbits are investigated: three-dimensional
(x, z)-plane symmetric northern Halo (with the maximum out-of-plane displacement z > 0)
and three-dimensional (x, z)-plane symmetric southern Halo (with the maximum out-of-plane
displacement z < 0).
In this work, four different classes of libration point orbits are investigated: (x, z)-plane
symmetric Planar Lyapunov, (x, z)-plane, (x, y)-plane and x-axis symmetric eight-shaped
Vertical Lyapunov,16 (x, z)-plane symmetric Northern Halo (with the maximum out-of-plane
displacement z > 0) and (x, z)-plane symmetric Southern Halo (with the maximum out-of-
plane displacement z < 0).
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Figure 2. Sample of periodic orbits in the Sun–Earth and Sun–Venus restricted three-body
problems.
C. Distant Prograde Periodic Orbits
According to the classic formulation of the CRTBP, µ represents the mass parameter of the
problem. When its value is very close to zero, i.e. the mass of the small primary tends
to vanish, most of the practical applications of restricted problems are covered. Therefore,
particular periodic orbits arise and their stability properties are investigated. At first view
it seems to be trivial: the third body is subjected to the attraction of the first body only,
so that its motion is given by the formulas of the two-body problem. However, first Hill,
later Kevorkian and Szebehely, showed that a nontrivial problem can be obtained in the
following way. Let µ be small, but not zero. In the vicinity of the second body, there is
then a small region where the effect of the smaller primary is not negligible, but rather of
the same or larger order than the contribution of the main primary. Assuming µ → 0 and
enlarging the vicinity of the second body, after an appropriate change of scale and origin,
the limit process gives evidence of a nontrivial problem and of orbits that are not those of
the two-body problem. Through this new model, known as Hill’s problem, the motion in the
neighborhood of the smaller primary is described and investigated.
In this framework, recalling µ → 0), there exist periodic orbits. Due to the existence
of the integral of motion, these orbits are grouped in one-parameter families, each family
containing a simple infinity of periodic orbits, whose properties vary continuously from one
end of the family to the other. For non-zero mass parameters, a transformation is needed to
obtain these orbits in the CRTBP from those available in literature.17
Theory predicts, however, that there are infinitely many families of periodic orbits. The
simplest of them are those symmetric with respect to the x-axis, and simple-periodic; i.e.,
intersecting the x-axis only twice. According to He´non nomenclature,17 there are five groups.
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Figure 3. Sample of periodic orbits in the Sun–Earth and Sun-Venus restricted three-body
probles.
Orbits of families a and c originating as libration point orbits, are all unstable. Orbits of
family f , originating as retrograde orbits about the smaller primary, are all stable. Orbits of
families g and g′, originating as orbits only around the smaller primary, are stable below a
certain energy level and unstable above that value. These orbits are computed numerically
from the initial conditions in Ref. 17. A numerical continuation procedure, implementing µ
as continuation parameter, together with a simple shooting algorithm, delivers DPOs in the
Sun–Venus CRTBP with enough accuracy, in the same way as in Ref. 18 for the Earth–Moon
system. More specifically, a subset of the g-type orbits is considered in this paper for which
Γ < 4.99986 and the stability index is greater than one. As the g-orbits originate from the
central orbits around the smaller primary, they are stable in the region close to the smaller
primary, though their stability index continuously varies when Γ decreases (and the orbit’s
size increases accordingly). In particular, for Γ < 4.99986 the g-orbits become unstable.
Since this condition is reached when portions of the orbits lie far from the smaller primary
(farther than the two libration points close to it), these orbits are also known as distant
prograde periodic orbits.
D. Invariant Manifold Structure
In the CRTBP framework, a set can be said to be invariant if any orbit that originates
from itself is bounded within limits during the time evolution of the dynamics: namely,
an invariant manifold can be viewed as a combination of orbits that form a surface. In
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detail, equilibrium points, periodic orbits as well as the Jacobi integral expressed in Eq. (4),
all represent invariant manifolds, zero-dimensional, one-dimensional and five-dimensional,
respectively. The motion that starts from any of those manifolds is bounded in the same
subspace of its origin, under the flow of the dynamical system. From the perspective of
space mission analysis, one-dimensional stable and unstable manifolds VLj related to the
fixed points, as well as the two-dimensional ones WLj associated with the periodic orbits
around the same points, for j = 1, 2, are of great interest.
Invariant manifolds associated with LPOs are appealing for space mission design (see
Fig. 4). They are classified in stable W sLj , for j = 1, 2, if the third body - from an initial con-
dition belonging to the surface itself - asymptotically moves to the periodic orbit; moreover,
if a spacecraft from an initial condition on W uLj , for j = 1, 2, moves indefinitely away from a
periodic orbit, that manifold is said to be unstable. Such surfaces in the configuration space
have a tube-like structure and they play a role of separatrices19 of the motion: trajectories
inside these subspaces are transit orbits that allow the third body to move from one primary
to the other, while those outside these subspaces are non-transit orbits.
As far as it concerns the CRTBP, in order to investigate the hyperbolic-like behavior of
periodic orbits around libration points, the classic approach is based on the Floquet theory
that studies the linear approximation of the flow mapping around a periodic orbit.20 Thus,
once the state transition matrix associated with a periodic orbit is obtained, the monodromy
matrix M, the manifolds are computed by propagating the flow along the directions corre-
sponding to the Floquet multipliers of that orbit. In particular, if y is a point belonging to
the periodic orbit, the monodromy matrix represents the first-order approximation for the
mapping of a point yk, considered in a small neighborhood, through
y 7→ yk +M(y − yk). (6)
In detail, it is possible to construct the two-dimensional stable manifoldW sLj , for j = 1, 2,
as the connection of all the one-dimensional stable manifolds associated with each q point
of the periodic orbit, named yq
y
q
k,s = y
q ± εvqs. (7)
In the same way, the two-dimensional unstable manifold W uLj , for j = 1, 2, is formulated as
y
q
k,u = y
q ± εvqu, (8)
where ε = 1.0× 10−6 is a scalar parameter that represents the magnitude of the shift along
the stable vqs and unstable v
q
u normalized eigenvector of the monodromy matrixM evaluated
at the fixed point yq, respectively.21
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Figure 4. Orbital motion and invariant manifold structure around the libration point L1.
The symbol ± denotes the existence of two branches for each manifold. Considering the
fixed point L1 of Sun–Earth system, the branch associated with the symbol − is the branch
of the manifold originating from the L1-region and moving, internally, in the direction of the
Sun (W s,IL1 , W
u,I
L1
). On the other hand, the branch of the manifold related to the symbol +
is the one departing from the L2-region and moving, externally, away from the Earth (W
s,E
L2
,
W u,EL2 ).
Finally, it is possible to flow the previous initial conditions, obtained through the linear
analysis, under the complete nonlinear differential system of Eqs. (1). This is valid thanks
to the property that the stable and unstable manifolds associated with periodic orbits are
locally tangent at the origin to the subspace of the eigenvectors of the monodromy matrix.9–11
The orbits belonging to the Lyapunov family, to the halo family as well as to the un-
stable DPO g-family, show an interesting behavior as they possess local stable and unstable
manifolds that can be globally extended. The structure of these manifolds define subsets
that may provide free transport channels for a massless particle (i.e. a rock or a spacecraft).
From a mission design point of view, a spacecraft can travel naturally to or from unstable
periodic orbits respectively along their stable or unstable manifolds, respectively, by only in-
troducing small perturbation maneuvers.22 This complex transfer structure, in terms of both
stable and unstable manifold, intersect many interesting regions in the restricted three-body
system: the small primary neighborhood and the libration point vicinity.
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(a) Solar sail geometry: the cone angle α. (b) Solar sail geometry: the clock angle δ.
Figure 5. Solar sail geometry in the circular restricted three-body problem: the cone angle α
and the clock angle δ.
III. Solar Radiation Pressure and Dedicated Sets
In this section, the perturbed circular restricted three-body problem by a prescribed
control law and special dedicated sets are introduced. As a direct consequence, the solar sail
sets associated to the departure and arrival periodic orbits are described. The formulation
holds for the Sun–Earth and the Sun–Venus system, respectively.
A. The Perturbed, Three-Dimensional Circular Restricted Three-Body Prob-
lem
To model the motion of a massless particle P3 under both the gravitational attractions of
P1, P2, and solar radiation pressure, the perturbed CRTBP is introduced:
23
x¨− 2y˙ =
∂ΩT
∂x
+ assx, y¨ + 2x˙ =
∂ΩT
∂y
+ assy, z¨ =
∂ΩT
∂z
+ assz, (9)
where sˆ = (sx, sy, sz)
⊤ is the normalized acceleration direction due to the effect of solar
radiation pressure on the sail surface and, considering an ideal sail, it is aligned with its
normal component nˆ, i.e. sˆ ≡ nˆ. The magnitude of this acceleration is
as = β
1− µ
r21
(ˆs · rˆ1)
2, (10)
where β is the lightness number of the sail and r1 = (x+µ, y, z)
⊤ is the Sun-sail line vector.
Moreover, the angle α = cos−1(ˆs · rˆ1) is known as the cone angle (see Fig. 5(a)).
Assuming that the attitude of the sail is controllable, solar radiation pressure rather than
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a passive perturbation becomes a way to control the orbital dynamics of the spacecraft. In
addition to the cone angle, another angle is introduced to univocally define the attitude of
the solar sail: the clock angle δ (see Fig. 5(b)), that is the angle measured clockwise around
rˆ1, starting from the vertical plane, of the component of nˆ perpendicular to rˆ1 (recalling
that for an ideal sail sˆ ≡ nˆ). In order to build first guess solutions, the control direction
sˆ(t) = (sx(t), sy(t), sz(t))
⊤, with t ∈ [ti, tf ], in Eqs. (9) is a-priori imposed, giving, at this
stage, to the control law R(α, δ) = assˆ(t) a prescribed shape. In detail, the profile over time
of the cone angle α(t) and the clock angle δ(t) is assigned. Dedicated solar sail sets can be
defined under this assumption.
B. Definition of Solar Sail Dedicated Sets
Let yi be a vector representing a generic initial state, yi = (xi, yi, zi, x˙i, y˙i, z˙i); then let the
flow of system of Eqs. (9) be φR(α,δ)(yi, ti; t) at time t starting from (yi, ti) and considering
the control law, based on the exploitation of solar radiation pressure, R(α, δ) = assˆ(t),
t ∈ [ti, tf ].
With this notation, it is possible to define the generic point of a solar sail trajectory
through
y(t) = φR(α,δ)(yi, ti; t), (11)
where R(α, δ) is the control vector assuming solar sail with fixed attitude with respect to
the Sun-sail line, i.e. with constant cone angle α and constant clock angle δ. Solar sail
acceleration magnitude is then computed via Eq. (10).
Let Q(θ) be a surfaces of section perpendicular to the (x, y)-plane that forms an angle θ
with the x-axis.
The solar sail orbit, for a chosen value of ǫ, is
γR(α,δ)(yi, τ, θ) =
{
φR(α,δ)(yi, ti; τ) | 0 ≤ τ ≤ tQ
}
, (12)
where the dependence on the initial state yi is kept. In Eq. (12), τ is the duration of the
solar sail contribution, whereas tQ is the time at which the orbit intersects (for the first time)
Q(θ).
The solar sail dedicated set is a collection of solar sail orbits (all computed with the same
guidance law R(α, δ) till they reach the surface Q(θ):
SR(α,δ)(τ, θ) =
⋃
yi∈Y
γR(α,δ)(yi, τ, θ). (13)
According to the definition in Eq. (13), the solar sail dedicated set is made up by orbits that
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reach Q(θ) at different times, although all orbits have the same solar sail constant attitude.
The cut, in the phase space, of the solar sail dedicate set with the surface Q(θ) is named
∂SR(α,δ)(τ, ǫ, θ).
The solar sail dedicated set in Eq. (13) is associated to a generic domain of admissible
initial conditions Y ; it will be shown in the following how Y can be defined for solar sail
departure and arrival sets, from and to selected periodic orbits, respectively. Thanks to
the definition of SR(α,δ)(τ, θ), the solar sail acceleration can be incorporated in a three-body
frame using the same methodology developed for the invariant manifolds. More specifically,
invariant manifolds and solar sail trajectories are replaced by dedicated sets which are ma-
nipulated to find connection points on suitable surfaces of section. The idea is to reproduce
the role acted by invariant manifolds.
C. Solar Sail Departure Sets
In this paper, the initial orbits are LPOs in the Sun–Earth CRTBP, belonging to the northern
Halo and to the planar Lyapunov families. The orbital amplitude (Aˆ) or the energy level of
the final periodic orbits (C) are assumed as given by mission requirements (see Tab. 1).
In detail, the initial state of the transfers, yi, can be any point that belongs to the selected
LPOs, slightly perturbed along the direction of the unstable eigenvector of the periodic orbit
monodromy matrix. Therefore, the initial point is the generic departing point
yi = yi(τ
D
O ) = φ(y
D
O , 0; τ
D
O )− εvu, (14)
and is found by flowing the initial nominal point yDO for a time τ
D
O ≤ P
D
O , being PO the
initial orbit period and adding the small perturbation ε = 1.0 × 10−6 along the unstable
eigenvector vs to generate the interior branch of the L1-region manifold. The subscript (·)O
stands for the specific departure LPO selected.
The domain of admissible initial states is then written as follows
YD = {yi(τ
D
O )|τ
D
O ∈ [0, P
D
O ]}, (15)
and the periodic orbit solar sail departure set, for some αD 6= 90 deg, τD > 0, is given by
the forward integration
DO
R(αD,δD)
(τD, θD) =
⋃
yi∈YD
γR(αD,δD)(yi, τD, θD). (16)
When the cone angle αD = 90 deg, there is no solar sail acceleration (τD = 0) and
the classic unstable manifolds of the relative LPOs are found as WO
0(90,δD)
(0, θD), directly
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Figure 6. Earth-to-Venus scenario: departure conditions and design variables. The blue solid
lines represent the departure solar sail set DPL-L1
R(αD,δD)
(τD, θD).
following from Eq. (16). The cut, in the phase space, of the periodic orbit solar sail departure
set with the surface QD(θD) is named ∂D
O
R(αD,δD)
(τD, θD), while the cut of the set describing
the classic unstable manifold trajectories is named ∂WO
0(90,δD)
(0, θD).
D. Solar Sail Arrival Sets
As far as it concerns the target orbits, they are periodic orbits in the Sun–Venus CRTBP,
belonging to the planar Lyapunov and DPO families. The orbital amplitude (Aˆ) or the
energy level of the final periodic orbits (C) are assumed as given by mission requirements
(see Tab. 1).
In detail, the final state of the transfers, yf , can be any point that belongs to the selected
LPOs or DPOs, slightly perturbed along the direction of the stable eigenvector of the periodic
orbit monodromy matrix. Therefore, the final point is the generic insertion point
yf = yf (τ
A
O ) = φ(y
A
O, 0; τ
A
O )± εvs, (17)
and is found by flowing the initial nominal point yAO for a time τ
A
O ≤ P
A
O , being P
A
O the final
orbit period and adding the small perturbation ε = 1.0× 10−6 along the stable eigenvector
vs to generate the exterior branch of the L2-region manifold. The subscript (·)O stands for
the specific arrival LPO or DPO selected.
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Figure 7. Earth-to-Venus scenario: arrival conditions and design variables. The magenta solid
lines represent the arrival solar sail set ADPO
R(αA,δA)
(−τA, θA).
The domain of admissible final states is then written as follows
YA = {yAf (τO)|τ
A
O ∈ [0, P
A
O ]}, (18)
and the periodic orbit solar sail arrival set, for some αA 6= 90 deg, τA > 0, is given by the
backward integration
AO
R(αA,δA)
(−τA, θA) =
⋃
yf∈Y
A
γR(αA,δA)(yf ,−τA, θA). (19)
When the cone angle αA = 90 deg, there is no solar sail acceleration (τA = 0) and
the classic stable manifolds of the relative LPOs are found as WO
0(90,δA)
(−0, ǫA, θA), directly
following from Eq. (19). The cut, in the phase space, of the periodic orbit solar sail arrival
set with the surface QA(θA) is named ∂A
O
R(αA,δA)
(−τA, θA), while the cut of the set describing
the classic stable manifold trajectories is named ∂WO
0(90,δA)
(−0, θA).
IV. Transfer Design Technique
In this section, the transfer mechanism to design solar sail heteroclinic connections is
described. The key idea to generate first guess solutions is to replace invariant manifolds
with solar sail dedicated sets, and to manipulate the latter in the same way the manifolds are
used to design space transfers.8 With the inclusion of the solar sail acceleration and keeping
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the attitude of the solar sail constant - throughout the complete transfer - with respect to the
Sun-sail line, intersections between restricted three-body models can be found on suitable
Poincare´ sections, also for the Earth-to-Venus case. Therefore, the propellant-free feature
of solar sails is combined with the exploitation of the n-body problems’ intrinsic dynamics
with a view of generating efficient trajectories. In detail, the technique to build first guesses,
with the introduction of a few design variables, is split into basic phases as follows.
(i) The initial state of the transfers can be any point that belongs to the selected departure
LPOs in the Sun–Earth CRTBP around L1, slightly perturbed along the direction of
the unstable eigenvector of the periodic orbit monodromy matrix, as stated by Eq. (14).
(ii) The initial state is then propagated forward until it intersects a suitable Poincare´
surface of section QD(θD), perpendicular to the (x, y)-plane and forming an angle θD
with the x-axis. If the trajectory is purely ballistic, then it moves along the unstable
manifold of the selected LPO, i.e. on WO
0(90,δD)
(0, θD), otherwise, if solar radiation
pressure is actively exploited, then it moves along the solar sail periodic orbit departure
set DO
R(αD,δD)
(τD, θD).
(iii) The final state of the transfers can be any point that belongs to the selected arrival
LPOs around L2 or DPOs in the Sun–Venus CRTBP , slightly perturbed along the
direction of the stable eigenvector of the periodic orbit monodromy matrix, as stated
by Eq. (17).
(iv) The final state is then propagated backward until it intersects a suitable Poincare´
surface of section QA(θA), perpendicular to the (x, y)-plane and forming an angle θA
with the x-axis. If the trajectory is purely ballistic, then it moves along the stable
manifold of the selected LPO or DPO, i.e. on WO
0(90,δA)
(−0, θA), otherwise, if solar
radiation pressure is actively exploited, then it moves along the solar sail periodic
orbit arrival set AO
R(αA,δA)
(−τA, θA).
(v) It is worth underlining that, as the dynamical systems under consideration are different
for the two legs of the transfers, a proper operator T is introduced in order to map states
of the arrival dynamical model (Sun–Venus) into the departure one (Sun–Earth). At
this phase of the design process, thanks to the mutual independence of the dynamical
models, the departure Poincare´ section QD(θD) and the arrival one QA(θA) (after
the proper transformation) can be arbitrarily superimposed. After this, on the same
SE suitable Poincare´ section Q(θ), the transit point between the solar sail departure
set (phase (ii)) and the arrival one (phase (iv)) is searched for, by wisely tuning the
introduced design variables.
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Table 2. Values of the design variables for the generation of interplanetary (Earth PL to Venus
DPO, Earth NH to Venus VL) heteroclinic first guess connections.
Applicative τDO α δ θD τ
A
O θA
Scenario [−, SErf] [deg] [deg] [deg] [−, SMrf] [deg]
Earth PL to Venus DP0 2.3577 +59.0 -90.0 +40.0 0.3346 +55.0
Earth NH to Venus VL 2.4310 +59.0 -90.0 +40.0 1.1741 +55.0
As for the mapping, for both applicative scenarios, the operator T is introduced: 1) the
states of the arrival Sun–Venus model are written in the inertial reference frame with origin
at the Sun; 2) the scaled variables are firstly transformed into physical coordinates; 3) the
variables are then scaled considering the departure physical constants; 4) the variables are
reported into the classic Sun–Earth rotating frame.
As first guess solutions are being generated at this stage (to be later optimized in more
accurate dynamical models), small discontinuities (less than 1.0 × 10−4) can be tolerated
when looking for the patching point.
In summary, the eleven design variables necessary to search for the transfer point and
therefore to build the first guess solution are (see Tab. 2):
− τDO , the time parameter describing the leaving point on the initial LPO (phase (i));
− αD, the solar sail cone angle, departure phase (phase (ii));
− δD, the solar sail clock angle, departure phase (phase (ii));
− θD, the Poincare´ section angle (phase (ii),(v)) of the departure leg of the transfer;
− τAO , the time parameter describing the insertion point on the final LPO (phase (iii));
− αA, the solar sail cone angle, arrival phase (phase (iv));
− δA, the solar sail clock angle, arrival phase (phase (iv));
− θA, the Poincare´ section angle (phase (iv), (v)) of the arrival leg of the transfer;
− β, the solar sail lightness number (used in Eq. (10)).
Actually, the set of design variables can be reduced by two when a solar sail constant
attitude is considered throughout the complete transfers, i.e. αD = αA = α, δD = δA = δ.
Finally, a constant value of β = 0.050 is assumed as given by mission requirements.
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Figure 8. Phase space on the suitable SE Poincare´ sections to design the first guess Earth PL
to Venus DPO heteroclinic connection. The blue dotted line stands for the cut of the unstable
manifold ∂WPL-L1
0(90,δ)
(0, θD), while the other blue dotted line represents the departure solar sail set
∂DPL-L1
R(α,δ)
(τD, θD), both for the initial planar Lyapunov orbit around L1 of the Sun–Earth system.
The magenta dotted line stands for the cut of the stable manifold ∂WDPO
0(90,δ)
(0, θA), while the
other magenta dotted line represents the arrival solar sail set ∂DDPO
R(α,δ)
(−τA, θA), both for the
final DPO around Venus of the Sun–Venus system. Finally, TPL-L1
DPO
is the transit point.
As described in phase (v), the departure and arrival dynamical models are disjoint, and
therefore a transit point in the phase space can be found following the procedure afore-
mentioned. But, being interested in generating initial guesses for interplanetary homoclinic
connections, once the geometry of the transfer are defined patching together the two appli-
cable restricted three-body systems, the launch epoch that enables the connection - in the
real ephemeris model - is found by means of a systematic search.
A. Earth PL to Venus DPO Transit Point
The procedure described in the previous section is applied to the Earth PL to Venus DPO
mission scenario, in order to design a sample feasible first guess solution, as a function of the
corresponding design variables reported in Tab. 2. The departure orbit is a planar Lyapunov
orbit around L1 of the Sun–Earth model, while the arrival one is a DPO around Venus of
the Sun–Venus model (see Tab. 1). Basically, the solar sail flies on the interior SE dedicated
solar sail departure set till it is captured on the exterior SV dedicated solar sail arrival set.
In Fig. 8 are shown the cuts of the LPO unstable manifold trajectories of the Sun–Earth
model, namely ∂WPL-L1
0(90,δ)
(0, θD), and of the solar sail departure dedicated set ∂D
PL-L1
R(α,δ)
(τD, θD),
both for the initial planar Lyapunov orbit around L1, on the suitable Poincare´ sections.
Moreover, on the same suitable Poincare´ sections, Fig. 8 presents the cuts of the stable
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Figure 9. Phase space on the suitable SE Poincare´ sections to design the first guess Earth NH
to Venus VL heteroclinic connection. The blue dotted line stands for the cut of the unstable
manifold ∂WNH-L1
0(90,δ)
(0, θD), while the other blue dotted line represents the departure solar sail set
∂DNH-L1
R(α,δ)
(τD, θD), both for the initial northern Halo orbit around L1 of the Sun–Earth system.
The magenta dotted line stands for the cut of the stable manifold ∂WVL-L2
0(90,δ)
(0, θA), while the
other magenta dotted line represents the arrival solar sail set ∂DVL-L2
R(α,δ)
(−τA, θA), both for the
final southern Halo orbit around L2 of the Sun–Venus system. Finally, T
NH-L1
VL-L2
is the transit
point.
manifold trajectories of the Sun–Venus model ∂WDPO
0(90,δ)
(−0, θA) and of the solar sail arrival
dedicated set ∂ADPO
R(α,δ)
(−τA, θA), both for the final DPO around Venus. The cuts are shown
on the (r, vr)-section and (r, vt)-section.
For reasonable transfer times, the ballistic manifold structure of the SE and the SV
models do not intersect; on the other hand, the Earth PL to Venus DPO heteroclinic first
guess solution corresponds to the intersection point
TPL-L1DPO
.
= ∂DPL-L1
R(α,δ)
(τD, θD) ∩ ∂A
DPO
R(α,δ)
(−τAθA). (20)
In the generation process of the first guess solution (to be later optimized in more so-
phisticated models), small discontinuities (in the out-of-plane components) can be tolerated
when looking for the transit point.
B. Earth NH to Venus VL Transit Point
As far as it concerns the Earth NH to Venus VL scenario, the same procedure described
previously is implemented, in order to design a sample feasible first guess solution, as a
function of the corresponding design variables reported in Tab. 2. In this case, the departure
orbit is a northern Halo orbit around L1 of the Sun–Earth model, while the arrival one is a
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Table 3. Transfer performances of the interplanetary (Earth PL to Venus DPO, Earth NH to
Venus VL) heteroclinic first guess connections.
Applicative Departure Arrival Tof β
Scenario Date Date [years] [–]
Earth PL to Venus DPO 2021/Jan/01 2022/Sep/04 1.6738 0.050
Earth NH to Venus VL 2020/Nov/20 2022/Aug/24 1.7851 0.050
vertical Lyapunov around L2 of the Sun–Venus model (see Tab. 1). Basically, the solar sail
flies on the interior SE dedicated solar sail departure set till it is captured on the exterior
SV dedicated solar sail arrival set.
In Fig. 9 are represented the cuts of the LPO unstable manifold trajectories of the Sun–
Earth model, ∂WNH-L1
0(90,δ)
(0, θD) and of the solar sail departure dedicated set ∂D
NH-L1
R(α,δ)
(τD, θD),
both for the initial northern Halo orbit around L1, on the suitable Poincare´ sections.
Furthermore, on the same suitable Poincare´ sections, in Fig. 9 are shown the cuts of the
stable manifold trajectories of the Sun–Venus model ∂WVL-L2
0(90,δ)
(−0, θA) and of the solar sail
arrival dedicated set ∂AVL-L2
R(α,δ)
(−τA, θA), both for the final vertical Lyapunov orbit around L2.
The cuts are shown on the (r, vr)-section and (r, vt)-section.
As expected, the pure ballistic manifolds of the SE and the SV models do not intersect;
on the other hand, the Earth NH to Venus VL heteroclinic first guess solution corresponds
to the intersection point
TNH-L1VL-L2
.
= ∂DNH-L1
R(α,δ)
(τD, θD) ∩ ∂A
VL-L2
R(α,δ)
(−τA, θA). (21)
Again, in the define process of the first guess solution (to be later optimized in more
accurate models), small discontinuities (in the out-of-plane components) can be admitted
when looking for the transit point.
C. Preliminary Transfer Solutions
Some preliminary transfer solutions of the Earth PL to Venus DPO and Earth NH to Venus
VL transfers are presented in Fig. 10 and Fig. 11, respectively. Moreover, preliminary transfer
performances are reported in Tab. 3.
While Fig. 10(a) shows the transfer in the Sun–Earth synodic reference frame and
Fig. 10(a) shows the transfer in the Sun–Venus synodic reference frame, Fig. 11(a) and
Fig. 11(b) use a heliocentric inertial reference frame and also provide information on the
solar sail acceleration vector through the use of arrows.
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Figure 10. Applicative scenarios investigated: preliminary transfer trajectories in the Sun–
Earth and Sun–Venus rotating frames.
As for the flight time, they are less than a couple years, as expected flying along a
manifold-like type of trajectories. For the Earth PL to Venus DPO case, the transfer lasts
less more than 1.7 years, while for the Earth NH to Venus VL case, it lasts slightly less than
1.8 years.
V. Trajectory Optimisation
As stated in the introduction, the starting periodic orbit and the target one are defined
in different CRTBP. The first and second phases of the transfer connecting these LPOs or
DPOs will therefore also be defined in different CRTBPs.
A. The Controlled Bi-Circular Restricted Four-Body Problem
In order for the dynamics to be consistent throughout the transfer, a fourth body pertur-
bation is included. Therefore, for the Earth-to-Venus transfer scenario, Venus will be the
fourth body in the departure Sun–Earth CRTBP, while the Earth will be the fourth body
in the arrival Sun–Venus CRTBP.
The model used to take into account solar sail acceleration and the gravitational attrac-
tions of all the celestial bodies involved in the design process is the controlled bi-circular
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Figure 11. Applicative scenarios investigated: preliminary transfer trajectories in the Sun-
Centered inertial frame.
restricted four body problem BCRFBP:
x¨− 2y˙ =
∂ΩF
∂x
+ assx, y¨ + 2x˙ =
∂ΩF
∂y
+ assz, z¨ =
∂ΩF
∂z
+ assz, ϕ˙ = ωF , (22)
where sˆ = (sx, sy, sz)
⊤ and as have already been defined in section A. The four-body
potential ΩF reads
ΩF (x, y, z, ϕ, µ) = ΩT (x, y, z, µ) +
mF
rF
−
mF
ρ2F
(x cosϕ+ y sinϕ). (23)
The dimensionless physical constants introduced to describe the fourth body perturbation
are in agreement with those of the reference three-body model.
In the first phase, the distance between Venus and the Sun–Earth barycenter is ρF =
7.2391·10−1, the mass of Venus ismF = 2.4471·10
−6, and its angular velocity with respect to
the SE rotating frame is ωF = 6.2356 ·10
−1. In the second phase, the distance between Earth
and the Sun–Venus barycenter is ρF = 1.3814 · 10
1, the mass of Earth is mF = 3.0035 · 10
−6,
and its angular velocity with respect to the SV rotating frame is ωF = −3.8407 · 10
−1.
The general location of the fourth body is located at (ρF cosϕ, ρF sinϕ, 0), and therefore
the distance between the fourth body and the spacecraft is calculated as
r2F = (x− ρF cosϕ)
2 + (y − ρF sinϕ)
2 + z2. (24)
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Figure 12. Schematic of circular ecliptic ephemerides of planets and definition of heliocentric
inertial reference frame (x˜, y˜, z˜), and Sun-planet synodic reference frame (x, y, z).
B. Ephemerides
The inclusion of the fourth-body perturbation transforms the autonomous CRTBP into a
non-autonomous problem through the angle φ. The actual relative position of the planets
thus comes into play and is approximated through a simple circular, ecliptic ephemeris.
This means that all planets are assumed to orbit the Sun in circular orbits (as holds in the
CRTBP) and in the ecliptic plane (see Fig. 12).
To describe the ephemerides, an inertial heliocentric reference frame is employed: the x˜-
axis points towards the vernal equinox, the z˜-axis is perpendicular to the ecliptic plane and
the y˜-axis completes the right-handed reference frame. In dimensional form, the ephemerides
of the planets are then given by:
r˜P =


cosϕ0 + ϕ˙t˜MJD2000,s
sinϕ0 + ϕ˙t˜MJD2000,s
0

 , r˜P =
√
µS
λ


− sinϕ0 + ϕ˙t˜MJD2000,s
cosϕ0 + ϕ˙t˜MJD2000,s
0

 , (25)
with ϕ˙ = 1/τ and ϕ0 the angular position of the planet at a reference epoch which is chosen
to be 2000/Jan/01, similar to the MJD2000 notation. The time t˜MJD2000,s in Eqs. (25) is
the time in seconds after 2000/Jan/01 (i.e. t˜MJD2000,s = 0 corresponds to 2000/Jan/01).
The angular position of the planet at this reference epoch is calculated using the analytical
ephemerides implemented in the Matlabr function uplanet.ma that was successfully verified
against the JPL/NAIF/SPICE de405 ephemerides. Note that the assumption of circular,
ecliptic ephemerides imposes little inaccuracies for Venus (eccentricity e = 0.0067, and incli-
nation i = 3.35 deg). However, the purpose of the current work is to demonstrate the concept.
aDysli, P. 1977. Analytical Ephemeris for Planets (Matlabr code uplanet.m).
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Future work will therefore consider more realistic and accurate planetary ephemerides.
C. Reference Frame Transformations
Since the ephemeris in Eqs. (25) only provides the position and velocity of the fourth-body
in an heliocentric inertial reference frame, a transformation is required to obtain the planet’s
state vector in the Sun-planet synodic reference frame for use in Eqs. (22).
The general transformation of a state vector x˜ = [r˜ ˙˜r]⊤ in the heliocentric inertial refer-
ence frame to a state vector x = [r r˙]⊤ in the Sun-planet synodic reference frame is given
through the following set of equations:
ϕ = tan 2−1
(
r˜P,y
r˜P,x
)
, (26)
Rz =


cosϕ sinϕ 0
− sinϕ cosϕ 0
0 0 1

 , (27)
r′ = Rz r˜, (28)
r˙ = Rz ˙˜r+ ω × r
′, (29)
r = r′ + [µ 0 0]⊤, (30)
where the matrix Rz rotates the x˜-axis of the heliocentric inertial reference frame onto the
x-axis of the Sun-planet synodic reference frame and Eqs. (29), Eqs. (30) account for the
rotational velocity of the synodic reference frame and translates the origin from the Sun to
the barycentre. A simple relationship also exists between the dimensional t˜MJD2000,s in the
heliocentric inertial reference frame and the dimensionless time t in the Sun-planet synodic
reference frame. By defining t = t˜MJD2000,s = 0 to be 2000/Jan/01, t = 2π corresponds to
t˜MJD2000,s = 2π/τ , or equivalently: 2001/Jan/01 in the Sun–Earth problem, 2000/Aug/21
in the Sun–Venus problem.
D. Direct Pseudospectral Method
The first guess connections discussed previously reveal to be sub-optimal as there could be
minor discontinuities in position and velocities at the transit points between the two three-
body systems. In summary, the discontinuities can be solved by transferring the first-guess
trajectories to a direct pseudospectral method, which discretises the time interval into a finite
number of collocation points and uses Legendre or Chebyshev polynomials to approximate
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Figure 13. Illustration of two-phase approach for the Earth-to-Venus transfer and definition
of static optimisation parameters δ1 and δ2.
and interpolate the time dependent variables at the collocation points. This way, the infinite
dimensional optimal control problem is transformed into a finite dimension non-linear pro-
gramming (NLP) problem. Pseudospectral methods have become increasingly of interest for
solving optimal control problem because the characteristics of the orthogonal polynomials
are very well suited to the mathematical operations required to solve the optimal control
problem: functions can be very accurately approximated, derivatives of the state functions
at the nodes are computed by matrix multiplication only and any integral associated with
the problem is approximated using well-known Gauss quadrature rules. This, together with
the fact that pseudospectral methods have a rapid rate of convergence (i.e. convergence to
a very accurate solution with few number of nodes), is the reason for using pseudospectral
methods, where a particular implementation of a direct pseudospectral method is chosen, i.e.
PSOPT.24 PSOPT is an open source tool developed by Victor M. Becerra of the University
of Reading and is written in C++ and is interfaced to IPOPT (Interior Point OPTimizer)25
to solve the NLP problem. Moreover, PSOPT can deal with all optimal control problem
elements defined above: multi-phase problems, phase linkage constraints, boundary con-
straints, path constraints, static optimisation parameters and bounds on state variables,
control variables and time.
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Figure 14. Illustration of solar sail limited control authority.
VI. Optimal Control Problem
According to the formalism proposed by Betts,26 the controlled dynamics (Eqs. (22)) is
written in the first-order form
x˙ = vx
y˙ = vy
z˙ = vz
v˙x = 2vy + ΩFx + assx
v˙y = −2vx + ΩFy + assy
v˙z = ΩFz + assz,
(31)
with vx = x˙, vy = y˙, vz = z˙. In a compact explicit form, system Eqs. (31) reads
x˙ = f [x(t),u(t),p, t], (32)
where f is the vector field, u = assˆ is the solar sail acceleration, the state vector is x =
{x, y, z, vx, vy, vz, ϕ}
⊤, and p is a vector of parameters. The aim is finding the guidance law
u = u(t), t ∈ [t0, tf ], that minimizes a prescribed scalar performance index
J = J(x,u,p, t), (33)
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Table 4. Earth L1 planar Lyapunov orbit to Venus DPO transfer results.
Description αref δref Departure Arrival ToF
[deg] [deg] Date Date [days]
Initial guess n/a n/a 2021/Jan/01 2022/Sep/04 610
∆α inactive n/a n/a 2021/Apr/30 2022/Jun/15 412
∆α = 20 deg 38.5 -96.0 2021/May/02 2022/Jun/21 415
∆α = 15 deg 39.2 -89.9 2021/Apr/24 2022/Jun/19 421
∆α = 10 deg 50.3 -91.5 2021/Apr/09 2022/Jul/16 463
∆α = 7.5 deg 53.7 -96.0 2021/Mar/28 2022/Jul/30 489
∆α = 5.0 deg 56.0 -88.5 2021/Mar/17 2022/Aug/13 515
∆α = 2.5 deg 58.0 -88.0 2021/Mar/02 2022/Aug/29 545
while satisfying certain mission constraints.27 In this work, the aim is to minimize the time
of flight,
J = tf − t0. (34)
The control history consists of the Cartesian components of the normal vector to the solar
sail (or equivalently the unit solar sail acceleration vector)
[−1 − 1 − 1]⊤ ≤ [ux uy uz]
⊤ ≤ [1 1 1]⊤. (35)
Finally, the independent variable is the dimensionless time, t. Bounds on the initial and final
time are imposed such that a 2020–2025 launch window and a 2020–2027 arrival window are
ensured. In dimensionless time, these windows translate into
40.0π ≤ t0 ≤ 50.0π Sun–Earth system
64.9π ≤ tf ≤ 87.7π Sun–Venus system
(36)
A. Two-Phase Approach
As indicated before, due to the fact that the initial and target LPOs and DPOs are defined
in different CRTBPs, the initial and final parts of the transfer will also have to be defined
in different CRTBPs. The transfer is therefore split into two phases, where the first phase
(hereafter referred to through the subscript p1) is defined in the Sun–Earth CRTBP with
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Venus as fourth-body, while the second phase (referred to through the subscript p2) is defined
in the Sun–Venus CRTBP with Earth as fourth-body (see Fig. 13).
Clearly, a smooth linkage between the two phases has to exist, i.e. a smooth linkage
between the final conditions of the first phase and the initial conditions of the second phase.
Therefore, constraints are enforced that guarantee continuity across the linkage in terms
of position, velocity, time and sail attitude. Since two different CRTBPs are linked, the
relative orientation of the synodic reference frames at the time of the linkage needs to be
considered. Therefore, the reverse of the transformation described in Eq. (26)–Eq. (29) is
used to transform the final state vector of the first phase, xf,p1 , and the initial state vector of
the second phase, x0,p2 , to the heliocentric inertial reference frame. In this reference frame,
the two state vectors can be equated to ensure a continuous link between the two phases
x˜f,p1 = x˜0,p2 . (37)
A similar transformation is performed to obtain a continuous link on the sail attitude such
that the following constraint can be enforced
u˜f,p1 = u˜0,p2 . (38)
Finally, the dimensionless time is converted to dimensional time t˜MJD2000 to also guarantee
a continuous link in terms of time
t˜MJD2000, f,p1 = t˜MJD2000, 0,p2 . (39)
From Eq. (37)–Eq. (39) it is clear that, in total, 10 linkage constraints are enforced.
B. Boundary Constraints
To ensure that the trajectory departs from the Earth L1 LPOs and winds onto the Venus
L2 LPO or DPO, a set of boundary constraints is imposed: the state vector at the start of
phase 1, x0,p1 , should coincide with the Earth L1 LPOs and the state vector at the end of
phase 2, xf,p2 , should coincide with the Venus L2 LPOs or DPOs. Two static optimisation
parameters are used to find the optimum departure and arrival location on these LPOs.
These static parameters are measured along the LPOs and are defined as 0 ≤ δ1 ≤ PO, p1
and 0 ≤ δ2 ≤ PO, p2 (see Fig. 13). The boundary constraints thus become
x0,p1 = xO,p1(δ1), (40)
xf,p2 = xO,p2(δ2). (41)
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(a) Optimal sail reference attitude and time of
flight.
(b) Departure and arrival times.
Figure 15. Earth L1 planar Lyapunov orbit to Venus DPO transfers: influence of solar sail
controllability, ∆α.
The actual values for xO,p1(δ1) and xO,p2(δ2) are computed through an interpolation of large
state matrices that provide the position and velocity vectors along the LPOs for a fine mesh
in δ1 or δ2, i.e. for a discrete number of locations along each of the LPOs or DPOs. Note
that no boundary constraints are imposed on the final conditions of the first phase and the
initial conditions of the second phase. The choice for the location and time of the linkage as
defined in Eq. (37) and Eq. (39) are thus completely free and optimisable.
C. Path Constraints
A set of path constraints are enforced on the control vector that will hold throughout the
entire trajectory, i.e. in both phases 1 and 2. First, a path constraint is introduced to ensure
that the norm of the control vector is unity
‖u‖ = 1. (42)
A second path constraint makes sure that the control vector always points away from the
Sun. This has to be taken into account because a solar sail cannot generate an acceleration
component in the direction of the Sun3
rˆ1 · uˆ ≥ 0. (43)
A final path constraint is defined to introduce limitations on the control authority of the
solar sail as discussed in the introduction of this paper.
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(a) Transfer phases with sail acceleration direc-
tion (color) and uˆref-direction (grey).
(b) Departure and arrival transfer sections.
(c) Transfer in Sun-centered inertial reference
frame.
(d) Solar sail acceleration magnitude.
(e) Cone angle. (f) Angle between uˆ and uˆref.
Figure 16. Earth L1 planar Lyapunov orbit to Venus DPO transfer: details for ∆α = 10deg.
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Table 5. Earth L1 northern Halo to Venus L2 vertical Lyapunov orbit transfer results.
Description αref δref Departure Arrival ToF
[deg] [deg] Date Date [days]
Initial guess n/a n/a 2020/Nov/20 2022/Aug/24 650
∆α inactive n/a n/a 2021/Apr/30 2022/Jun/19 414
∆α = 20 deg 38.3 -67.1 2021/Apr/24 2022/Jun/14 416
∆α = 15 deg 38.7 -70.0 2021/Apr/15 2022/Jun/09 420
∆α = 10 deg 45.8 -63.2 2021/Apr/03 2022/Jul/04 458
∆α = 7.5 deg 49.1 -62.0 2021/Mar/24 2022/Jul/19 482
∆α = 5.0 deg 51.1 -59.7 2021/Mar/12 2022/Jul/31 506
∆α = 2.5 deg 50.4 -50.9 2021/Feb/15 2022/Aug/12 543
This is done by defining two more static optimisation parameters, 0 ≤ δ3 ≤
1
2
and
0 ≤ δ4 ≤ 2π. These static parameters describe a constant cone angle, αref, and clock angle,
δref, that define an optimal solar sail reference attitude, uˆref. To limit the control authority
of the solar sail, the solar sail acceleration unit vector uˆ is now allowed to move within a
cone around uˆref with a half-angle ∆α (see Fig. 14). The value for ∆α is an input parameter
to the optimal control problem. The associated path constraint then becomes
cos−1(uˆref · uˆ) ≤ ∆α. (44)
VII. Solar Sail Heteroclinic Transfer Connections
Using the initial guess as obtained from the solar sail dedicated sets, a range of results
for the Earth L1 planar Lyapunov orbit to Venus DPO transfer scenario and for the Earth
L1 northern Halo to Venus L2 vertical Lyapunov orbit one are presented in this section.
A. Earth PL to Venus DPO Case
First, the results for a fully controllable sail are provided, where the constraint in Eq. (44)
is omitted. This will provide the absolute minimum time of flight achievable. Subsequently,
the constraint in Eq. (44) is introduced and a continuation is started where the results for a
larger value for ∆α are used as an initial guess to obtain the results for a smaller value for
∆α.
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All results consist of 40 collocation points in both phases, i.e. 80 collocation points
in total. The main results are summarised in Tab. 4 for both the initial guess, the fully
controllable solar sail (i.e. ∆α is inactive) as well as for a range of values for ∆α. Fig. 15
presents these results in graphical form to highlight the trend in the results: the smaller the
value for ∆α, the more limited the controllability of the sail is. The table clearly demonstrates
the effect of this limited controllability as the time of flight increases from 412 days for a
fully controllable sail to 545 days for a very limited steering capability of ∆α = 2.5 deg.
Despite this increase of 32 percent, it is remarkable that the transfer can be executed and all
constraints can be satisfied with such limited control capabilities. Note that the significant
reduction in the time of flight between the initial guess and the fully controllable sail can
be attributed to the fact that the initial guess considered coasting arcs at the start and end
of the transfer while the time-optimal results presented here assume the use of the solar sail
from the start to the end, i.e. from the Earth L1 planar Lyapunov orbit to the Venus DPO.
Another effect of the decreasing value for ∆α is an increase in the optimal cone and clock
angles of the reference sail attitude, αref and δref. The solar sail acceleration direction thus
becomes more planar and tangential as the control capabilities decrease. The planar nature
of the optimal solar sail reference attitude can be expected as the Lyapunov and DPO orbits
are planar as well. Details of the transfer with ∆α = 10 deg are provided in Fig. 16. Plots
Fig. 16(a) and Fig. 16(b) are in the synodic Sun–Earth reference frame, while plot Fig. 16(c)
presents the transfer in the inertial reference frame. The detail in Fig. 16(b) shows where
the transfer leaves the Earth L1 planar Lyapunov orbit and where it winds onto the Venus
DPO.
The corresponding values for the optimisation parameters δ1 and δ2 are: δ1 = 1.6414 and
δ2 = 2.1020. The grey arrows in plots a-c indicate the optimal reference solar sail attitude,
while plots e-f show the variation of the solar sail acceleration within a 10 deg half angle
cone around this optimal reference attitude. It is clear from plot f that the upper bound on
the constraint in Eq. (44) is almost constantly active, i.e. the solar sail acceleration lies on
the cone’s surface. Finally, in Fig. 16(d) the solar sail acceleration magnitude is provided,
which shows an expected increase when the distance from the Sun towards Venus becomes
smaller.
B. Earth NH to Venus VL Case
The optimal results for the Earth L1 northern Halo to Venus L2 vertical Lyapunov orbit
transfer are presented in a similar way as for the Lyapunov to DPO transfer in the previous
section: Tab. 5 provides departure and arrival dates and time of flights for the initial guess,
the fully controllable solar sail and for different values for ∆α. It also contains the cone and
clock angles of the optimal reference attitude of the solar sail, αref and δref.
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(a) Optimal sail reference attitude and time of
flight.
(b) Departure and arrival times.
Figure 17. Earth L1 northern Halo to Venus L2 vertical Lyapunov transfers: influence of solar
sail controllability, ∆α.
Fig. 17 provides similar information in graphical form, while Fig. 18 shows details of the
transfer with ∆α = 2.5 deg. Very similar conclusions as for the planar Lyapunov orbit to
DRO transfer can be drawn for the northern Halo to vertical Lyapunov orbit transfer: ∆α
can be as small as 2.5 deg and, the smaller the value for ∆α, the larger the time of flight
and the larger the value for αref, but the smaller the value for δref. The latter is to ensure
enough out-of-plane steering capabilities. Finally, also the penalty on the time of flight for
decreasing ∆α is very similar: for a fully controllable solar sail, the transfer time is 414 days
which increases by 31 percent to 543 days for ∆α = 2.5 deg.
VIII. Conclusions
In this paper, the first-guess generation process - based on a few design variables - of
solar sail trajectories for two different applicative scenarios was investigated. In detail, LPOs
belonging to the Sun–Earth system are linked to LPOs and DPOs of the Sun–Venus one,
respectively. Special dedicated sets were introduced to exploit the combined use of solar
radiation pressure with invariant manifold trajectories. This approach enabled a radically
new class of missions; the key idea was to replace invariant manifolds with solar sail sets, and
to manipulate the latter in the same way the manifolds are used to design space transfers.
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(a) Transfer phases with sail acceleration direc-
tion (color) and uˆref-direction (grey).
(b) Departure and arrival transfer sections.
(c) Transfer in Sun-centered inertial reference
frame.
(d) Solar sail acceleration magnitude.
(e) Cone angle. (f) Angle between uˆ and uˆref.
Figure 18. Earth L1 northern Halo to Venus L2 vertical Lyapunov transfer: details for ∆α =
2.5 deg.
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By including a solar sail acceleration and fixing the attitude of the solar sail with re-
spect to the Sun-sail line, intersections between restricted three-body models were found
on suitable Poincare´ surface of sections. Alongside the exploitation of the n-body problems’
intrinsic dynamics, the propellant-free feature of solar sails was used in order to generate effi-
cient trajectories. Then an optimal control problem is formulated. The objective has been to
minimise the time of flight. To that end, the optimal control problem has been derived and
solved with a particular implementation of a direct pseudospectral method, PSOPT. A two-
phase approach has been adopted in order to model the start of the transfer in one CRTBP
and the end of the transfer in another CRTBP (including fourth-body perturbations). These
phases are linked in terms of state, control and time in inertial space considering circular,
ecliptic ephemerides for the planets involved. The case of low-control authority solar sails is
modeled by defining a cone of half-angle ∆α around a to-be optimised sail reference attitude.
The results show that, for a sail performance comparable to that of NASA’s Sunjammer sail,
the Earth–Venus transfers can be performed with very little steering effort as ∆α can be
as small as 2.5 deg. Compared to a fully controllable solar sail, the penalty on the time of
flight is approximately 32 percent: for the Lyapunov - DPO scenario, the transfer times are
412 days (full control) and 545 days (∆α = 2.5 deg), while for the Halo - vertical Lyapunov
scenario, the transfer times are 415 days (full control) and 543 days (∆α = 2.5 deg), all
within a 2020–2025 launch window and 2020–2027 arrival window.
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